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The Visual Chronicles of Lina Faroussi                                      

 
An artist's point of view is an essential element of their artistic expression. When an artist's 

vantage point continuously shifts through a series of formidable events, their work reflects that 

transformation. Lina Faroussi's dynamic art is all about the twists and turns of life. 

 

Faroussi uses layering, washes, and textured media to create a narrative, each piece telling a 

complete story. An artist with so much to paint must have experienced the equivalent of many 

lifetimes, and the viewer of Faroussi’s art learns that she is brimming with worldly tales. 

 

The fifth of nine children (eight girls and one boy), Faroussi was born in Latakia, Syria. She 

spent most of her childhood in the city on the Mediterranean Sea. The future artist spent long 

days playing on the beach with her brother and sisters under the watchful eye of her 

grandmother, who supervised while her mother worked. Faroussi and her siblings became a 

tight-knit unit that still shares an inseparable bond. Warmth and love infused her childhood. 

 

From an early age, Lina loved to draw and paint and relished her time with her father, who was 

also a creative soul. She fondly remembers sitting on his lap as they sang together into a 

recorder, her Father’s beautiful voice taking the lead. Her father was also a poet, and on her 

fourth birthday he wrote her a poem. It was read to little Lina by her mother, as her father was 

held as a political prisoner by the dictatorial regime for much of her childhood. This brutal 

mistreatment forced him to live in exile in Egypt, away from his family. He remained there until 

his passing in 2001 and was laid to rest in his beloved Syria. 

 

As a result of the political conflict, the family moved to Athens, Greece, where they lived for two 

years before Faroussi relocated to Alexandria, Egypt, where she studied, receiving her 

Bachelor's Degree in commerce.  

 

Although she followed her parent’s wishes that she pursue a business degree rather than 

studying art, she continued to create, attending art classes and training under professional 

artists at the Atelier of Artists in Alexandria and the University of Alexandria. She also took part 

in her first group exhibition, featuring her and other young breakout Egyptian artists.
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In 1998 Faroussi moved to Dubai for a job. She remained there for ten years, working in 

marketing and event management until migrating to her current home in Toronto. It was here 

that she could finally pursue her true passion by beginning to paint full time.  

 

Once committed, Faroussi dove headfirst into the fine arts. She attended numerous art courses, 

including classes at the Toronto School of Art, where she studied many methods and media, 

including illustration, collage, and printmaking. As she explored and mastered these media, she 

found that combining painting and expressive mixed media allowed her to best manifest her 

artistic vision.  

 

Over the years, Faroussi’s work has grown, and she has entered the international art market, 

exhibiting in solo and group shows throughout Canada, The United States, Europe, and the 

Middle East.  

Her artwork has been published in international art books and magazines, including Art 

International Contemporary Magazine, Art Tour International Magazine, Polychromia 

International Art, and International Contemporary Artists book. 

 

Numerous institutions have recognized her work, including the EA Effetto Arte in Milan, where 

she earned the International Caravaggio Prize, the Circle Foundation for the Arts, where she 

received a certificate of excellence, and Art Tour International, where she was named a top 60 

Master in New York City. 

 

Besides painting, Lina has also had success in other creative business endeavors. She has 

created a self-branded printing company, “Lina’s”, in which she prints her works onto interior 

design and wearable textile pieces. She also loves to coach fellow artists through her series of 

online workshops, as she states, “I want to help art lovers and creative souls to express 

themselves through the art of painting . I believe that art is a form of meditation and 

transcendence of the soul”. 
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Today, Faroussi continues to paint and create from her Toronto studio. Faroussi strives to 

capture ideas simultaneously complex and straightforward in her art. Often one idea will inspire 

others which the artist feels compelled to pursue. 

 

Faroussi’s paintings run a gamut of imagery. Earthy jewel tones, rich textures, and amorphic 

objectivity are themes throughout the works. The artist weaves imagery together, creating a 

tapestry of images that contrast the environments and cultures within Faroussi’s DNA. Ideas 

rise and unfold from the bottom of the canvas rather than being placed on top. This layering of 

shape and color adds to the weighty narrative each work creates. 

 

The artist has developed a style all her own through an amalgamation of self-directed practices 

and a study of great art she experiences as she travels. This blend of influences imbues 

Faroussi’s work with the energy of an outsider while maintaining a foundation of classical 

beauty.  A wabi-sabi beauty emanates from each piece as the paint and charcoal twists and 

turns to find its story by navigating Lina’s marks and shadings; it seems as if both she and the 

artwork decide together what forms will emerge.  

 

It’s not often that an artist can reflect so clearly through abstraction, but what goes unsaid still 

shines through in Lina’s work, as she compels the media to follow her unwavering intuition. Her 

work showcases her talents as an artist and as a cultural surveyor, survivor, and storyteller. As 

Agora Gallery NY states beautifully, “A spiritual vitality emerges within Faroussi’s art, creating 

universal connections that span cultural divides, as she discovers a passionate journey of the 

soul in the soft immediacy of her mark”.  

 

From her Syrian roots to her adopted home in Canada, Faroussi is a traveler through physical 

space, time, and emotion. Through her art, the viewer can join her journeys. 
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